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Copyright Statement

• All of the information and material inclusive of text, images, logos, product names is either 

the property of, or used with permission by Ex Libris Ltd. The information may not be 

distributed, modified, displayed, reproduced – in whole or in part – without the prior written 

permission of Ex Libris Ltd. 

• TRADEMARKS 

Ex Libris, the Ex Libris logo, Aleph, SFX, SFXIT, MetaLib, DigiTool, Verde, Primo, Voyager, 

MetaSearch, MetaIndex and other Ex Libris products and services referenced herein are 

trademarks of Ex Libris, and may be registered in certain jurisdictions. All other product 

names, company names, marks and logos referenced may be trademarks of their respective 

owners. 

• DISCLAIMER 

The information contained in this document is compiled from various sources and provided on 

an "AS IS" basis for general information purposes only without any representations, 

conditions or warranties whether express or implied, including any implied warranties of 

satisfactory quality, completeness, accuracy or fitness for a particular purpose. 

• Ex Libris, its subsidiaries and related corporations ("Ex Libris Group") disclaim any and all 

liability for all use of this information, including losses, damages, claims or expenses any 

person may incur as a result of the use of this information, even if advised of the possibility 

of such loss or damage.

• © Ex Libris Ltd., 2008
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Objectives

• Become familiar with the terminology that SFX 

uses

• Understand the different pieces of data within 

SFX and how they relate to one another

• Be able to find individual bibliographic items 

within SFX 

• Be able to activate an ejournal package where 

license all of the content the provider sells for 

that particular package.

• Be able to input your own institution specific local 

holdings for an item in SFX
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Agenda

• SFX Terminology

• Navigating Through SFX

• Finding A Title in the SFX 

KnowledgeBase

• Activating Aggregator Targets

• Customizing Thresholds

• Working With Your Collection Data
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SFX Request: User Experience

We will see how this 
experience “happens”

in SFX

Valli Hoski   Implementation Librarian

SFX Terminology
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Terminology:  Sources

• Where a user is coming 

from or beginning their 

search

• Sources must be 

OpenURL-enabled!
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Terminology:  Targets

• Where a user “lands”

• Targets must have a 

link to syntax that 

supports the target 

service
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Terminology:  Target Services

• The different link to syntaxes supported by targets

• getAuthor – link to an 
author’s record

• getFullTxt – link to the full 
text of a particular article 
from a Target publisher

• getHolding - link to a 
record in a library catalog

• And many more…
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Terminology:  Objects

• The bibliographic record for an item (book or 
journal)

• Contains:

• Title

• ISSN/E-ISSN

• CODEN

• Abbreviated titles (alternate)

• Object type

• Related objects (title or ISSN change)
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Terminology:  Object Portfolios

• Connect the Target Services and Objects

• For example, an object portfolio from 

Cambridge University Press collection is 

different from an object portfolio in JSTOR 

Arts & Sciences 1 collection

12

The American political 
science review
1980-2006

OBJECT PORTFOLIO

Terminology:  How It All Relates

Cambridge University 
Press Journals

getFullTxt getFullTxt getAbstract

The American political 
science review
1997-present

The American political 
science review
1980-present

Title:  The American political science review
ISSN:  0003-0554

Publisher:   Cambridge University Press

JSTOR CompleteTARGET TARGET

TARGET SERVICE TARGET SERVICE TARGET SERVICE

OBJECT PORTFOLIO OBJECT PORTFOLIO

OBJECT
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Navigating Through SFX
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Filtering for Targets

• Find a Target in the 

Target Section of the 

Admin Center by using 

the Filter box located in 

the upper right hand 

corner of the screen
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Showing Active or Inactive Targets

• If you want to see just 

your active Targets use 

the Show Active toggle 

located in the upper right 

hand corner of the 

screen.
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Viewing Sub-Targets

• If a provider has multiple 

targets available you’ll 

see a ‘+’ button next to 

it.

• To view all of the sub-

targets for that provider 

click the ‘+’ button.
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Navigating through the SFX Targets 
Section

Let’s take a look together.

Demo
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Finding A Title in the SFX 
KnowledgeBase
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Searching For Objects

• Search objects allows 

you to find one particular 

title at a time.

• You can find a title by 

searching for:

• ISSN/e-ISSN

• ISBN/e-ISBN

• Title

• Other fields
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The Object Record

• Information for object 

records is gathered 

from CONSER and 

other sources

• Information in the 

object record includes:

• Object ID

• Title

• ISSN

• eISSN

• Related Titles
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Finding Objects in the SFX 
Knowledgebase

Let’s take a look together.

Demo
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Activating Aggregator Targets
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Activating an Aggregator: The Three 
Step Process

• Step 1: Activate the Target

• Click the ‘N’ button located next to the target name

• The text will turn black and the ‘N’ button will become a 

yellow ‘Y’ button.
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Activating an Aggregator: The Three 
Step Process

• Step 2: Activate the Target Service

• Click the ‘N’ button located next to service you want to 

expose your users to.

• The text will turn black and the ‘N’ button will become a 

yellow ‘Y’ button.
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Activating an Aggregator: The Three 
Step Process

• Step 3: Activate all the Object Portfolios

• Click the ‘Activate All’ button located at the top of the 

Object Portfolio screen.

• All the text will turn black and the ‘N’ buttons will become 

yellow ‘Y’ buttons.
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TARGET

TARGET SERVICE

OBJECT 

PORTFOLIO

Proquest ABI Inform
Complete

getFullTxt

Publishers Weekly
1997-present

OBJECT 

PORTFOLIO

OBJECT 

PORTFOLIO

Advertising Age
2000-present

The Economist
2002-present

Activating an Aggregator: The Three 
Step Process
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Let’s take a look together.

Demo

Activating Aggregator Targets

Valli Hoski   Implementation Librarian

Understanding Different Types 
of Thresholds
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What is a Threshold?

• A threshold is a rule that determines whether 

or not something can appear on the SFX Menu

• Examples:

1. Publishers Weekly is available from 1997 to the present in 

EBSCOHost Academic Search Elite. Therefore if you’re 

requesting an article in Publishers Weekly it must be 

between those two dates in order for this target to appear 

on the SFX Menu.

2. To do a search in the library catalog you need a book title 

or a journal title or an ISSN or an ISBN. Therefore one of 

these pieces of information must be present in order for this 

target to appear on the SFX Menu.
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Two Categories of Thresholds

• Global Thresholds

• Provided to Ex Libris

by database and e-

journal providers

• Maintained and 

updated by Ex Libris.

• Local Thresholds

• Reflects a library’s 

access to a particular 

resource

• Created and 

maintained by the 

library.
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Different Types of Thresholds

• Date Threshold

• $obj->parsedDate(">=",1997,undef,undef)

• $obj->parsedDate(">=",1997,12,1)

• $obj->parsedDate(">=",1989,1,1) && $obj->parsedDate("<=",2005,17,4)

• Rolling Date Threshold

• $obj->timediff('<','3m')

• $obj->timediff('>','1y')

• Require an Attribute
• $obj->need('ISBN')

• $obj->need('@authLast')
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Creating a Local Threshold

• Edit the object portfolio 

record

• Click the compose button 

at the bottom of the 

Local Threshold box

• Enter your information

• Click Submit
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Creating a Local Threshold

Let’s take a look together.

Demo
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Working With 
Your Collection Data
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Understanding Your Collection Data

• The Data Workbook helps 

guide to you in

• Activating the targets

• Customizing targets, 

thresholds and more 

based on your library’s 

collections

• The Overview tab is broken 

up into three sections

• Aggregator Targets

• Suggested Free Targets

• Selective Targets
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Initial Tasks For Activating Targets

• Activate the 

Aggregator Targets 

(and their associated 

object portfolios) listed 

in the Overview Tab

• Evaluate Free 

Targets and activate 

those Targets you are 

interested in.

• Identify questions 

about your data, 

targets, objects and 

thresholds for 

resolution.
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Using the knowledge you just learned and 
the steps outlined in the SFX Exercises 
booklet, activate aggregator targets within 
your test SFX instance.

Practice: Activating Aggregator 
Targets

Exercise 1.1 – Activating Aggregator 
Targets
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Exercise 1.2 – Find One Object at a 
Time in SFX using the ISSN or ISBN

Using the knowledge you just learned and 
the steps outlined in the SFX Exercises 
booklet, try finding an object record by ISSN 
or ISBN.

Practice: Finding A Title in the SFX 
KnowledgeBase

Exercise 1.3 – Find One Object at a 
Time in SFX using the Title

Using the knowledge you just learned and 
the steps outlined in the SFX Exercises 
booklet, try finding an object record by Title.
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Exercise 1.4 – Add Thresholds Using 
the Threshold Composer

Using the knowledge you just learned and 
the steps outlined in the SFX Exercises 
booklet, create your own local thresholds.

Practice: Understanding Different 
Types of Thresholds

www.exlibrisgroup.com/sfx.htm


